
 
 

Thoughts 
 
1. You will get what you want in every way, 

If  only you  would let patience have its say. 
 

2. Never give up on  yourself  
Dig as deep as you must, 
Trust in self is essential, 
Even when you look like going bust. 

 
3. Do yourself  a good deed, 

Be honest with yourself, 
You are your best  friend remember, 
And remember that  to  the end. 

 
4. You only win if you  dare, 

So don’t  fight shy of the glare, 
Ski down the  slopes and have some fun, 
You know the ropes go take a run, 
It’s always  lovely in the sun. 

 
5. Learn from the  past, 

Dwell in  the present, 
Be patient  with  the future;` 
Let it gently unfold. 

 
6. You never know when the dice will roll for you; 

But for that to  happen you need to stay awake in Life’s casino. 

7. The essence of life is to live it well; 
The definition is yours, the defining moments all His. 

 



 
 
 

8. Know and believe the God inside you, 
For there is nothing else outside, 
The soul it lives  all inside you, 
And that is where gods reside. 

 
9. If you find  yourself  in a bind, 

Remember it’s all in the  mind, 
           None so blind as won’t see, 
           Was’nt only meant for me. 

 
10. Understand the finite, that is enough. 

Infinity is beyond human comprehension. 
 

 
11. Tell yourself  to be kind and considerate, 

And others will find you so, 
           Its simple to  do, so don’t  be  an idiot, 
           For there’s no  other way to go.  
 
12. Make your point but don’t rub it in , 

     Unhappy memories  suffer erasure. 
 
13. Jump for joy but be careful of the height, 

Remember boy, there’s always, a downside to  flight. 
 

14. Divine intervention  is an arrogant phrase: 
           As if you  can do  anything without it. 

 
15. Thank you  for last night  O  lord, 
            Thank you for the day ahead, 
             I am never ever bored, 
             Wonder what  I will do  when I am dead. 

 
16.  Raw passions are explosive and explosions tend to decapitate. 

 
17.  Honesty is not just the best policy, 
            It is also the best religion. 

 
18. Temper your wishes with reality and re-enforce your hopes with     

      faith. 
 

19.  You can’t control  the wandering mind, but you can the steps you    
       take. 



 
 
 
 

20.  Be careful of hearts of gold; the yellow  metal tends to  fluctuate    
       violently. 

 
21.   Lack of faith corrodes, 

  Don’t let your soul rust. 
 

22.   Forgive those who have hurt you and seek forgiveness from  
  those whom you have hurt. Remember life  is not a zero sum game. 

 
23.   Two times two is always four, and three into  three is nine, 

       Why are we not always sure, why is Man in decline. 
 

24.   Those born with silver spoons in their mouths need to remember silver   
        also needs polish. 

 
25.   Two heads are better than one they say; don’t  go looking too far for    

       the other, else you lose the one you have. 
 

26.   Remember there are always  people brighter and better than you :   
       but also that it is  the same for them. 

 
27.  Don’t look for trouble   for it  will find you  anyway.  
            Man is the natural link between order  and disaster. 

 
28.  When you can’t find answers to misfortune, 
            Blame it on the Almighty; His shoulders are broad enough. 

 
29.  Humility is self-recognition of how strong  you are; 
            It re-enforces quiet belief in the  self. 

 
30. Grandeur is majestic  illusion; you fool  on one  but yourself 

 
31. Roar like a lion but better avoid  home and the  jungle; 
           Remember  discretion is always  the better part of  valour. 

 
  33.       Never give up hope, never give in to  despondency; 

           The sun will always rise after every one   that sets. 
 

34. Happiness lies in you hands surely , only you  must know how to use      
        them ;Clap  generously  for others.  



 
 
 

35. The monumental flaws in the genetic make –up of the human    
        species is the inability to see flaws in the Self.  

 
36. If beauty lies in the eyes of the beholder,  
            How very important to remain beholden to others. 

 
37. Kind words never hurt anyone, 
            Neither user nor receiver. 

 
38. Be gentle in speech, gentle in deed, gentle in manner,  
            Let gentle be your banner. 

 
39. Beware of the shadows of man, 
           Therein lurks the   real danger. 

 
40. Honest remorse provides instant relief from the weight of wrong-   
            doing  one  carries ; three cheers for weight - watchers. 

 
41. Ignorance does not lie in not knowing; 
            But   in the not wanting to know. 

 
42. Always  look  others in the eye, 
            Just  so long as its not a bull. 

 
43. When you see a dog wagging its tail  between  its legs,  
            chances are its had its day.. 

 
44. If Ness can be happy,  
            Why can’t  you. ‘ Think happiness’. 

 
45. The biggest lesson we never seem to learn   is to not let history     

repeat itself. That is probably also the reason for the longevity of the     
human species. 

 
46. When in the dog – house do not despair;  
            True friends always rally around you. 



 
 

47.    Temper your thoughts and you will lose neither. 
 
48.  Wisdom lies in living within limits;  
              But know and set your own.  

 
49.   If you are in the rat race, turn and run the other way; 
              You will be amazed at the number of followers you have . 

 
50.   If all men were made equal, how come we are still only talking    
              Democracy. 

 
51.   We live on the strength of fragility,  
              Ever thought of the basis of Hope. 

 
52.   Every action has an equal and opposite reaction, 
              Best leave judgment of others till Doomsday. 
             We will all get  a fair hearing. 

 
53.  Rights and wrong are strewn on the same path; 
             Morality is a   devious concept.  

 
54.  Every cloud does not have a silver lining. 
             Look carefully and you will see the need for divine light.  

 
55. Break bread with friends, 
             It tends to improve relative indigestion. 

 
56. Be good with and true to yourself, 
            You can then never be otherwise with others. 

 
57. Take a lesson from the tip of the ice berg; 
             Leave the unknown well alone.  

 
58. We all beat our own drums for sure; only the wise choose very soft    
           notes. 
 
59. Betting on Man was the biggest gamble  that God  ever took and    
           He  seems to be  losing  out to  Mammon. 

 
60. On the path  of Truth  the mind is not a constant companion;  
           Conscience is the only fellow-traveller. 
 
61. Good things are meant to happen to all people; for the not so good     
           the intervals are just somewhat longer. 



 
62. You may embellish a lie as much as you like; It is still no match     
            for the ultimate force of naked Truth. 

 
63. The Bhagwad Gita, Guru Granth Sahib, Quran, Bible are all  sacred   
           and Holy books;   God  resides in the  hearts and minds of Man.  
 
64. Listen to the voice within  and you will always win; for  Conscience    
           is  the voice of God calling from within. 
 
65. Rainbows are there at the end of a storm; they will appear faster if   
           you go looking for them. 
 
66. Don’t worry about what the world thinks of you; there isn’t much    
           that anyone can or will do. 

 
67. Truth  may be trampled upon; that is a travesty. 
           It can never be altered nor erased , It is the closest  you’ll ever get   
           to Eternity. 
 
68. Thought enters the mind with a free will and a velocity of its own ; 
           Irresistible . 
 
69.  Stay in touch with the present , don’t give the future too much of    
            your time; remember Time soon becomes history and history is  
            just your story  
 

70.   A chat needs two people , so does  chatter; leave your mind alone    
             and see how peace  descends.. 
 
71.   Don’t walk the road  alone, always carry your conscience with you;   
             you may still get waylaid but you will, atleast, be able to claim a   
             good fight.  
 
72.  Think of all the  wonderful opportunities you’ve  lost in  life. 

 Be honest. Now make  a list.  The answer will surprise you ‘cos all  
             you’ll  see is a  blank piece of paper.   So what regrets ? 



 
 
 
73. We are taught, from times immemorial, to only promise what we   
             can do. 

 Vagaries of circumstance are not in our hands and therefore, I      
             believe, we must only make promises that we honestly intend to   
             keep. 
 
74. Don’t let frustration get to you, walk the path of hope and meet it    
            half way.  
 
75. Don’t let reality catch up with you , dream worlds are always nicer;    

‘cause  there isn’t much you can do  about reality except face it.  
 
76.      The Creator  is the Master artist; His paints and  colours,  brushes  and    
      strokes, manifest the myriad possibilities and  variations on the canvas of    
           Life.  
 
77.      Don't  let a frown on your crown get you down; creases in life    
          there will always be , so accept them as your brush with Destiny.  
 
78. Life is  expansive and beyond logic and reason, so if you  are a     
           scientist you can  sue me for treason. Won't change anything. 

 
79. The straight line to heaven is from the  heart;  Don’t let the    
            brain  interfere. 

 
80. Nothing more dangerous than an opinionated self and nothing  more 

likely to  cause downfall. Truth may hurt but  in the longer term it  is  
           pain – free. 

 
81. Don’t ever feel you deserved better  ‘cos then you challenge the  Ultimate 

Arbiter ; and that  race you can  never win. 



 
 
 
82. Success is not to be  measured by what you make, 

      But by what you  do with what you make; Nor by  what you take  but  by what you   
      leave behind. 

 
83. Absence makes the heart grow fonder, also gives you time to ponder; 

      The heart is a  fairly wayward creature, the  straight and narrow not its     
      feature. 
 

84. Just a gentle reminder friends, it cuts both ways at both ends; nothing must you  
take as given, most things get easily riven. 

 
85. You can lose everything and it wouldn’t matter ; but lose your conscience and all 

will  be  lost. 
 
86. Polarity is embedded in the nature of human thought. You don’t have to go looking 

for swingers; the mind gives you  all the fun you want. 
 
87. From   time to time recall    and relive some of your most difficult moments; you 

will find a strange calm descend on you. 
 
88. Never back  down  while climbing; that is not the way of progress. 
 
 
92. If God  is salvation then why the fear of  death ,  

      Since He Himself comes to  take us away. 
 
 
93. Nature is at its very best 

When  you are one with it, 
Do  not put it to unnecessary test 
There is  light only when the lamp is lit. 

 
94. Atheists are  believers all right 

But with a misplaced sense of supreme  arrogance. 



 
 
 
 
95. The faculty to forget is  greater than the power of  memory; 

We wouldn't  be able  live otherwise; thank god for  short memory.  
 
96. In the natural  order of things the human being is so infinitesimally small, 

That if we didn’t  delude ourselves with our posturings of  grandeur we would simply 
deflate into  nothingness. 

 
97. The one most likely to suffer  the most is  the one who clings to life the most.  
 
98. Wisdom lies not in knowing just what is good for  you, 

But in what is good for all  around you. 
 
99. Of all the paradoxical phrases coined  in the english language  nothing is more dishonest    
             than  'my better half'. Think 
 
100. There are no saints and no  sinners ; these are  only aberrations sinch both virtue and   
             vice  exist in all  mankind. 
 
101. Home Truths : 
 

Men are from Mars for sure  
But women are  not all necessarily  from Venus ; 
There are  still  planets and stars unknown to  Man .  

 
102. If there is one  lesson  that I haven’t learned it is just how  important it is for sanity  to let a     
       woman feel she runs it all .  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


